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The Black Christ

The painting that shook a regime.
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director’s statement & producer’s intent

Producer’s note of intention:
Director’s statement:

I’ve always had a passion for photography, images and film, and
wondered what it must be like to actually make a film. The Black
Christ is the first serious full-length film project I’ve undertaken
as a director and editor, but it is not the first I have finished. It
has been a major part of my life for the last five years and my
journey with this project has had many periods of bursts and
lulls. Since the point of conception in 2008 and then having
completed photography in 2010, the post production had proven
to be more challenging than expected. As with many
documentaries, filmmakers may have an idea and a treatment of
their film, but most of the story-telling occurs in the offline edit,
where there are constant changes – embellishments, hard
decisions to cut out chunks of footage, pacing and the
introduction of new and important information. I have gone
through many cuts of the film to eventually settle on what I
believe to be the most simple, honest and sincere rendition of
Ronald’s story and that of his Black Christ Painting.
Once introduced to him I was delighted that we had a person like
Ronnie in our community, who had contributed to our liberation
struggle, but who most people were unaware existed. I thought,
this is it … there wasn't a better story to tell for my first
documentary film. The creative direction I chose with the project
was essentially one of self-narration; to facilitate Ronald
Harrison’s telling of his own story in such a way that his personal
character, values, experiences and nuances are reflect in the
film, and that the story would be as authentic as possible.
I have learned invaluable lessons from the Black Christ
Documentary film, which I have applied to other creative film
projects. One could say that it is the film on which I have ‘cut my
filmmaking teeth’. I remain honoured that Ronnie had entrusted
his story to me - it being of such a personal and traumatic nature
- since it was not always easy to balance the real-life drama of
the story while making sure not to portray Ronald as merely a
victim, when in fact he was a truly resilient and remarkable
person. I only wish that he was still alive to see the film, but I
believe he would have found it gratifying.

JEAN-PAUL MOODIE

Once I heard about this amazing story, I made contact with
Ronald Harrison to explore the possibility of making a
documentary film. I was overwhelmed by his humility and
excitement; that someone would want to make a film of his
story. Conversations with Ronald Harrison evoked a deluge of
questions in my mind. Some of them were: why have I not
heard about The Black Christ painting before, having grown up
in the same community where Ronald lived? Why has Ronald
Harrison’s profound story not been comprehensively documented
after forty years, and will other young South Africans ever know
the message and the story of the Black Christ painting? Coupled
with these questions, and the desire to produce my debut
documentary feature, it made sense for me to develop the Black
Christ story visually, since I am passionate about the story
connected to its teachings.
To me, the documentary is a compelling record of South Africa’s
most controversial work of art, the experiences of its author,
Ronald Harrison, and how Ronald and his painting contributed
significantly to the struggle for South African liberation. I wish
for this film to be interpreted and perceived as a visual
document of how an ordinary South African citizen, Ronald
Harrison, amongst many others, stood up for what he believed
in, despite the horrendous consequences. Many South Africans
continue to resist and battle against present-day injustices, like
the perpetuating legacy of severe inequality, social violence,
poverty and the nation’s psychological trauma carried through
from our past.
An important element of the film is to explore the relevance of
the painting and its message today, in contemporary democratic
South Africa. I hope the documentary inspires its audience,
especially the youth, to responsibly identify relevant social
injustices and find their own innovative ways to respond to these
challenges. I don’t want young South Africans to forget that
there were – and still are – those who have paid dearly for the
freedoms we enjoy day. We should not become ambivalent or
take our political freedom for granted, but we must use it
responsibly in our commitment to transformation and redress.

DAMIAN SAMUELS
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Protracted Synopsis:
In 1962, a young South African artist, Ronald Harrison, passionately sought a way to

The Black Christ 72 minute

contribute to the struggle for political freedom by leveraging his passion for art.

documentary film explores

Consequently, he produced a painting destined to become world renowned as the

the seminal contribution of

‘Black Christ.’ The painting’s metaphoric depiction of the suffering of the various

an iconic work of art in the

oppressed black racial groups during apartheid is ingenious. To this end, the painting

South African struggle for
liberation and democracy.

depicts a Christ-like crucified figure being tormented by two centurions. The face of the
crucified man is that of Chief Albert Luthuli, the President of the ANC at the time and
the first African recipient of a Nobel Peace Prize (1961). The faces of the two
‘centurions’ are that of Hendrik Verwoerd, then Prime Minister of South Africa and
one of the main architects of apartheid, and B.J. Voster, Verwoerd’s ruthless Minister

Ronald Harrison:

of Justice and Police. The unveiling of the painting caused a furore as it instantly

“I think I have to thank God

became a powerful symbol of defiance against the prevailing harsh and unjust political

that I actually came out of
this alive.”

system in the country. At the same time the painting was interpreted by various sects
of the white ruling class as both blasphemous and subversive, since it managed to
foreground the social paradox of a racist state purporting to hold Christian values. As a
result, the apartheid authorities banned the work from any public exhibition, and
attempted to seize and destroy canvass. But a London based anti-apartheid

Dr. Albertina Luthuli

organization, Defence and Aid, smuggled it out of South Africa in 1962, where for the

“… for having made that
painting … there would be a
price to pay.”

following six years the painting travelled throughout Europe; during that period, it is
claimed to have raised hundreds of thousands of pounds sterling for the legal and
financial aid of political prisoners and their families in South Africa. After its European
tour the painting vanished and Harrison lost all contact with his creation. Subsequent
to the painting’s exile from South Africa and Ronald Harrison’s personal meeting with

Zapiro

Chief Luthuli, he was persistently harassed by the South African Security Police. These

“You can’t get more iconic

arrests culminated in brutal physical torture that affected him in very real ways, whilst

than that!”

he also endured sadistic threats against his family. In the ensuing years his personal
suffering was exacerbated by the violent events unfolding in South Africa, his reluctant
separation from the Black Christ Painting and the uncertainty regarding the painting’s
whereabouts. But through unrelenting political pressure, the country eventually

Dr. Fritz Gaum

changed – formal apartheid was dismantled; political organisations fighting for

“The painting says
something about injustice.”

liberation and democracy were unbanned; Nelson Mandela and others political leaders
were released; and in 1994 a joyous population partook in the country’s first
democratic elections. The search for the BLACK CHRIST painting intensified, and in
1997, after a series of remarkably coincidental events, the canvas re-surfaced in a
London based house of a self-exiled South African human rights lawyer, Julius Baker,

who stored it safely for the preceding 30 years. Amidst intense international and local media coverage, the painting
was returned to South Africa in 1997, bought by the South African National Gallery in 1998, where it now rests– its
work done, but its influence and message as relevant as ever.
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Cast Bios

Debut acting Cast:

Experienced Cast:

Sizwe Msutu (APM)
Plays: Chief Albert Luthuli

Peter Krummeck (APM)
Plays: the Prison Doctor

Shamiel Visagie
Plays: Young Ronald Harrison

Deon Christians
Plays: Jakes, an Interrogator

Ntombi Makhutshi (APM)
Plays: Prison Helper

Andre S Kamer
Plays: Vermeulen, an Interrogator

Photos courtesy of: APM Casting

Photographer: Safwat Davids

www.apm.co.za
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Day 4: The Interrogation continues
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